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Boy it sure seems that the year is flying by. Here we are in May and
the Wing is busier than ever.
We had several events in April that kept our team busy, especially the
Open House. Early in the week it sure looked like we might have some big weather issues,
but even though the weather in other parts of Texas kept a couple airplanes from coming to
visit for Open House, we had a great turnout of aircraft and guests. Sunday morning, it
looked like it we wouldn’t make it past 11:00am without weather issues, but the rain held
off until John and Jim were putting the last airplane away. Though the crowd was smaller
Sunday, it sure looked like everyone was having a great time. And that’s the point I want to
make, our guests had a great time, why? Because of the hard work and dedication from our
Houston Wing Team: YOU! Thanks to all that made the weekend a success. I have seen
the preliminary numbers and considering the weather challenges this year, I think our Open
House was a rousing success.

We have a very busy few weeks ahead. Take a look at John Bixby’s Ops Update for
the calendar, but there are events that we have opportunities to volunteer. Don’t forget about
the Museum Days on the first & third Saturdays each month. The number of guests has
been high and Sam and his Museum team are working very hard. I’m sure they could use
some help; as could Susan with PX on Museum and Barnstorming Days.
Thanks for all that you do for the Houston Wing.
John C.

So we made it through April and Open House, wheeee! Can we take a
breather yet? Nope, not yet, May looks to be a bit busy as well.
Since my last report we’ve had flyovers for a school, horse track,
Skeeters baseball opening night, plus a barnstorm weekend with Texas Raiders at Hooks; we were all set to do the Astros opening night flyover but got
jinxed by the weather, while our attending the Kingsville NAS airshow had logistics issues, so
we bailed out of that. Also, you may have noticed that in late April we forgot to saddle up the
fleet and head to Burnet for the Bluebonnet airshow. Oops! Actually though, they had some
airport construction delays, so that airshow has been rescheduled to Sept 10.
As for our Open House, we all know how that went, which was pretty well considering
the weather. The threat of storms kept B-25 Devil Dog and Lonestar’s SBD Dauntless from
attending, but on Saturday we had some cool airplanes and a lot of people show up, plus we
hopped quite a few Historic Flight Experiences. Sunday initially looked like it'd be a rainout,
but the rain held off until putting the last planes away for the evening, so we had another fairly
good day of people and flying.
Coming up in May/June;
May 6/8 - Central Texas Airshow in Temple; AT-6, T-28 and T-34 (Dave G) attending.
May 14 -

JJ Watt Charity Softball game flyover.

May 21 -

Museum Day, rides available.

May 28/29 - Barnstorm with Texas Raiders, College Station; N3N and PT-19.
May 28/29 - WASP Homecoming, Sweetwater, Texas; BT-13 and AT-6.
May 30 -

Memorial Day flyovers.

May 31 -

Memorial Day golf course flyover.

June 18/19 - Barnstorm with Texas Raiders, Hooks Airport.
Yep, it’s busy! See you around the hangar…
John B

Thank you for coming out and volunteering at Open House. We
could not have done it without our volunteers. It turned out to be a beautiful
day Saturday with a lot of visitors. Sunday's weather had us a little concerned so we waited a bit and then set up the PX tables inside the hangar even though it
turned out to be a good day as well.
A special thanks to Bob Linguiti for transitioning me into Open House, all his help
preparing for the big day, getting there extra early on the big day and helping me run PX
that weekend. I also want to thank the PX volunteers for all your hard work and fun times:
Karen Hamilton, Amanda Hamilton, Katherine Hamilton and their friend, Christopher Hammons (the knowledgeable toy master), Mary Nygren, Nancy Schulz and her friend, Connie
Stone, Ruth Tucker (ran the C60 PX), Betty Welsh, and Silvia Withrow. There were a couple of volunteers I talked to before hand but I did not see at the PX table. If you showed up
and helped elsewhere I thank you. Thank you Don Singletary for working at the raffle table.
Thank you Linda Bush and Shirley Hyman for working at the rides table. If I left anyone
out I apologize. And thanks to all the volunteers including Brian Kosior that helped me
move boxes & tables, set up/take down tents and pack up. I really enjoyed working with
y'all. You made my job easy. See the (10) photos below.
Talking about back to back the very next weekend we attended the Hooks Event. I
was unable to attend so a special thanks Ruth Tucker, Stan Russ, Brian Kosior, Chuck Waters, Carlos Sisso, Fabian Sisso and Christopher Dunn for running the PF. Thanks to Frank
Vargas who also volunteered and Sam Bulger for all his hard work. Great job!!
The PX, Rides and Raffles help raise money to keep the warbirds flying so thank you,
we need you!
Remember, the 1st and 3rd weekends are museum days which also require PX volunteers from 10AM to 3PM. Please contact me if you are interested. It would be nice if we can
get a group of (6) six volunteers so we would only have to work (1) once a quarter. That is
the blue sky I'm reaching for. Have fun and see you around the hangar!!
Susan

The PX Volunteers
As captured
By
Susan Valucik

Greetings once again from the far flung corner of the hangar. If you
venture back behind the C-60, you will see my old desk has some new
things. Thanks to Susie B for putting the file cabinet and shelves over there
for me, and thanks to Bill Roach for hauling off the ice maker to his office
in B4. The desk was put to use again this past week, but I shall get to that.
As we all know Open House 2015 is in the history books now. Hats off to all the volunteers who came out and cleaned the airplanes and worked so hard to make it another success. Well done team!!!! In spite of the doom and gloom forecast, we had visitors and all
went well. I am happy to report, we broke no airplanes. The PT and C-60 of course were no
flyers. But soon that will change for the both of them. The PT-19 wing has been reported as
in final stages now of painting. It should return to the plane this month of May. The C-60 is
also getting closer as original paperwork has possibly been located. I have my fingers crossed
on that one. The BT-13 is doing just fine, and I do hope to tell you personally pretty soon as
my training in the plane is going well. The AT-6 wandered off to Hooks the weekend after
open house. While yours truly was replacing loose rivets in a C-60 skin lap with Suzie, I get a
call that Ace has a flat tire.
Now this puts into light something we have been working on at Houston Wing CAF.
That is having spare parts for emergency repairs. Having one of yours down at another airport is a problem. What do you do? Well if you have spare parts, you toss the tools and stuff
you need into another airplane and fly off to repair it. That is exactly what happened. I
grabbed a spare tube, and took off in the Bulldog for Hooks. Thanks to Bill Schultz for being
my ground transport up there. We got the tube replaced, the tire back on the plane, and she
flew home. A replacement tube has already arrived and is in stock now just incase of another
flat tire. The N3N also went up to Hooks with the BT and AT on Saturday. The AT and N3N
went back Sunday and returned in the rain, but I had no down planes after the tube change.
Overall a good job. Some things have been worked on since then on the N3N .
I have cleaned, resealed and serviced the front compass. I have also replaced the tail
wheel tire and greased the tail gear. The new map case has been made a little softer, and we
are working on remounting official paperwork. I plan to take a shot at repairing the front fuel
gauge next time the plane is down. Also the C-60 is getting some small sheet metal repairs
while she is down. In the meantime, I am still working on the T-28C as a replacement #5 cylinder arrived and was staked. More parts are needed to complete that job, but that is in the
works. Many thanks to all who helped with the T-28A inspection, all the pilot/owners, John
C, John B, Mike S, Marty, and Philipe. Also thanks to Roland who helped with the gear retraction tests and to Craig who helped with the compression test. Next Stan's goes on jacks,

and that inspection is nearly completed. That puts the end to 6 months of work and on
to flying. I am starting instrument pilot training. I am already in ground school and will
have started flying by the time this is published. I will not be at the hangar as much as I
have to concentrate on this skill. I have my inspections and repairs to finish, but plan no
more major jobs until June. Then I start on C-60 fuel tanks again. So then in June we also
have Maintenance School, and this year sheet metal school has a real airplane to work on.
We will be repairing the dent in the left horizontal stabilizer on the T-28C. That is to start
June 11. If you have no training in sheet metal, our resident expert, Suzie B, will be there to
coach.
Alright this has gotten long winded, so I shall just say this…good maintenance is why old
airplanes fly
Jim

Thanks to a recent loan from one of our members, John Woolsey,
our museum has acquired a Norden Bombsight that was made for the Navy in August of 1944 by Carl L. Norden Inc. and which is now on display
in our museum. John Woolsey’s aunt, Frances Vaughn Parker, was a
Civil Air Patrol Cadet during WWII and a lifelong pilot, CAP member and
WWII memorabilia collector. In addition to the bombsight we have also
acquired Frances’ WWII CAP Cadet Uniform that will be on display in the museum at some
time in the future and several other items that will also be displayed in our museum.

Norden Bombsight

The bombsight, developed by Carl Norden, a Swiss engineer, was used by the U.S.
Navy and Army Air Forces beginning in World War II until its retirement during the Vietnam War. Mr. Norden believed the device would lower the suffering and death toll from
war by allowing pinpoint accuracy during bombing runs.
The bombsight was heavily guarded and shrouded in secrecy to keep the technology
out of the hands of Germany. Since the Norden was considered a critical wartime instrument, bombardiers were required to take an oath during their training stating that they
would defend its secret with their own life if necessary.

In case the bomber plane should make an emergency landing on enemy territory, the
bombardier would have to shoot the important parts of the Norden with a gun to disable it.
As this method still would leave a nearly intact apparatus to the enemy, a thermite grenade
was installed; the heat of the chemical reaction would melt the Norden into a lump of metal.
After each completed mission, bomber crews left the aircraft with a bag which they deposited in a safe ("the Bomb Vault"). This secure facility ("the AFCE and Bombsight Shop") was
typically in one of the base's Quonset huts support buildings. The Bombsight Shop was
manned by enlisted men who were members of a Supply Depot Service Group ("Sub Depot") attached to each USAAF bombardment group. All these security measures proved unnecessary since it was later found that Germany actually became aware of the bombsight in
1938.
The Norden Bombsight, essentially an analog calculator, could adjust for air density,
wind drift, the bomber’s airspeed and groundspeed while controlling the bomber’s final run
on the target. It was called "the single most complicated mechanical device ever manufactured.” The bombsight consisted of two primary parts, the gyroscopic stabilization platform
on the left side, and the mechanical calculator and sighting head on the right side. They were
largely separate instruments, connecting through the sighting prism. The sighting eyepiece
was located in the middle, between the two, in a less than convenient location that required
some dexterity to use.

Arrow points to the Bombsight mounted in nose of a B-17

Open House on April 16 and 17 brought out an all-star lineup of our
young members, all of whom were most helpful in assisting our many
guests. Ryan Aamodt ran the L-39 exhibit. Matt Young flew in Mike Steiger’s J-3 with Caitlin Bush and took a few of his fellow cadet members for
rides. Brother Ryan assisted with the L-39. Schon Cormack spent time as a
docent in the museum and driving the shuttle. Madelyn Latiolais, Hannah
Haney, Chris Dunin and Fabian Sisso (with brother Adrian) helped out in
numerous ways during the weekend. New cadet members Soren Larson and Chris
Schaare were present, as was a transferring (from the Gulf Coast Wing) cadet member Rafael (Rafi) Rodriguez.
Our barnstorming at Hooks on the following weekend, April 23 and 24, had Chris
Dunin and Fabian Sisso attending. Both received more marshalling training under the able
guidance of Kathleen Brown-Hannah. Texas Raiders was flying rides on both Saturday
and Sunday. Space was available Sunday and aircraft commander John Cotter saw to it
that both Chris and Fabian logged their first time in a B-17. Special mention is made of
Chris’ parents, Mike and Monika Dunin, for their gracious and effective help during the
weekend. Our time at Hooks was a team effort all the way.

For Open House, your Cadet Coordinator assembled brochures about the cadet program. These contained a 3-page summary of the program, application and waiver forms, a
copy of Dispatch and some publicity material about the CAF and the Wing. Some 20 of
these brochures were made available in the tray beneath the cadet recruiting poster and all
were taken during the weekend. As of this writing, no applications have yet been received
as a result but it is only a matter of time before we may have several new cadet members.
We presently have 19 enrolled cadets.
This report periodically highlights one of our cadet members. This month, in a
somewhat different format from past months, Chris Dunin is profiled in the words of his
dad, Wing member Mike:
I got a passion for airplanes and especially WW2 aircraft from my dad; Chris as
soon as he reached the age of about 3 or 4 got the same passion from me. For him it was
"love at first sight” when he attended his first open hangar event at the Lone Star Flight
Museum. Just hearing and seeing those old warbirds made a huge impression on him.
Then came books, air shows, radio control models and of course our CAF Open House,
which we always couldn't wait to attend every April. From the beginning two warbirds
became Chris' favorites: the B-17 Flying Fortress and the T-28 Trojan. I still remember
when Chris asked me, “Dad, will I ever be able to fly these beautiful birds, even as a passenger?” My response to him was “Sure you will, dreams come true sometimes.” After
reaching the age of twelve, Chris and I joined the Wing.

Chris has found a place where he can meet with his friends, help, learn, fly and most of all
share his passion with others his age. And let me tell you, he's so happy to be CAF cadet. And, by the way, just within couple of months of becoming a cadet, Chris had flown both
the B-17 and the T-28 (as a passenger for now ), but who knows. “The sky is the limit” as
they say!

Chuck

Article written by John Ashley
A few months ago Chuck was contacted by John Ashley from the UK he was very interested in our planes and what we do. We arranged for them to meet Chuck here at the wing
and John went up in the N3N and toured our Wing and met various and sundry people that
were here that day. John writes for a magazine in Swansea called The Bay. The article he
wrote about our wing can be read at the link below;

http://www.theswanseabay.co.uk/2016/03/01/commemorative-airforce-houston/

Thank you Chuck for your time to host this visitor for our wing.

A flight of fancy with John Ashley
I have a day job, though the editor doesn’t believe it, and sometimes the day job takes
me to Foreign Parts. In January the Part was Houston in the Lone Star state of Texas. Working on the undeniable principle that all work and no play makes Ashley a social outcast, I did
some emailing before I left.
First thing on a sunny warm Sunday morning, Frank Vargas picked me up from my
hotel and took me twenty miles to the Houston Wing of the Commemorative Air Force at
West Houston Airport. My mission – to fly in an open-cockpit 1930’s biplane. You may recall the marvelous flight over Gower I had last year. The biplane is definitely a step up,

though Gower has this part of Texas beaten hollow for scenery. The Gower photos were
much admired by the Wing.
After a tour round the Wing’s fascinating museum the Naval Aircraft Factory, N3N
“Canary” Primary Trainer was wheeled out. A few of the Wing’s other four vintage aircraft
had to be shifted first.

The N3N was the last US military biplane, first entering service in 1935. Tens of thousands of pilots made their first solos in the N3N. I wasn’t about to solo, but I would get my
hands on the controls.
Pilot Nathan Harnagel showed me how to get into the front cockpit and what to clip
together to ensure I didn’t fall out when we did aerobatics – gulp! Most of the CAF pilots are
ex-military and/or current airline pilots. Nathan, a retired Army Officer, has flown over ninety types of aircraft including the North American Mustang, multi-engine land planes and seaplanes, gliders and hot air balloons, and the MiG-15 jet fighter of Korean War fame. He has
rebuilt his own North American T-6D, better known in the UK as the Harvard. He is rated for
anything that can get off the ground, and is now a Senior Project Engineer at NASA.

I was in good hands.

The big radial engine started with a satisfactory roar and when it had warmed up
we’re off, s-turning down the taxiway as the view directly forward is non-existent until you
are in the air. Cleared by the tower to take off, a might kick of power, and we were in the
heavens.
Nathan took us to a safe distance from the airport and, “You have control!” I made
some turns, trying to remember what I had been told about angles of bank and aligning various struts and the horizon.
Now it was Nathan’s turn. “We’ll do some wing-overs.”
The objective of the maneuver is to make a 180 degree turn in the shortest distance
possible. It is also known as the crop-duster turn, or in emergency the box-canyon turn – try
not to think too hard about that one.
Power on, pull the nose up to the vertical, a boot-full of rudder to change direction of
travel from straight up to straight down, and pull out on the reciprocal heading. Note the importance of “pull out”. The ground looks awfully close when you are looking straight down
at it over the nose of the aircraft. We did another wing-over, this time to the right. Plenty of g
is pulled on the way down. Thankfully my pre-flight coffee stayed where it belonged.

Time up, we re-joined the circuit, bumped gently onto the runway, and s-turned back
to the hangar. A flight of modern light aircraft were heading off for lunch at an airfield sixty
miles away – the “hundred dollar hamburger.”
The Commemorative Air Force was founded in 1957 by a group of ex-service pilots in
Texas. Their mission was to save – and fly – an example of every US aircraft plus others that
flew during World War II. There are now seventy Wings across America and overseas. The
Wings fly nearly 150 aircraft from trainers like my N3N, to fighters and the mighty Boeing
Flying Fortress and Super fortress.
Huge thanks to my generous and hospitable hosts at the Houston CAF Wing, especially Frank Vargas and Chuck Waters, Tammi Lockwood, Winona Morton, Bruce Thomas,
and intrepid and patient pilot Nathan Harnagel.
If you are in Houston make sure you visit the CAF Wing. Their company cannot be
recommended highly enough.
Flights are available in all their aircraft. www.houstonwing.org
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Finance and Membership
I hope this newsletter finds everyone well rested after Open House. I
want to take a moment to thank ALL of our members for helping with Open
House and making it a success. We had a lot of new faces join in this year and
help where needed as well as all of the repeat volunteers. So I am going to
make this a blanket THANK YOU so no one feels left out.
I have finished with our finance spreadsheet to show how successful we were
with Open House and will inform everyone at the May meeting.
I also want to thank EVERYONE for helping recruit new members and new cadets. We
are growing by leaps and bounds which is wonderful. We are having new and previous members sign up almost weekly so keep spreading the word.
Please keep in mind that Wings Over Houston (October 22 and 23) is another fundraiser
for us and we need to make it a huge success also. Please market your calendars now so it does
not sneak up on you. Also don’t forget we need volunteers on museum days and other events.
There is always something to do around the hangar or at the events so come join in. These are
wonderful ways to get to know your fellow members and make lifelong friends.
Please watch your e-mails for crew requests for help as well as Wing news.

I am going to start working on the auction for next year’s banquet now. We need some
ideas of items you would like to see at the auction. If you work for corporations ask them now
if they would like to contribute an item, whether it be tickets of some sort, or for a basket to be
made up, etc., we can provide them with a donation letter for their taxes. Please contact me if
you want to brainstorm some ideas for next year as it is never to early to start.
I would like to let everyone know that Dewey Lockwood, John Bixby, and John Cotter
submitted an application to United Airlines for the United Volunteer Impact Grant which was
granted and the Wing has received a general donation of $1,500.00. For all of you that work
for big corporations, you might want to check and see if your company has such a program and
apply on the Wing’s behalf as we need all of the help we can get to keep these old girls flying.
We have also received a donation from Renee Butler in the amount of $500 in memory
of Larry Barcak. We receive smaller donations throughout the year from the donation button
we have on the website so if someone asks you how to donate please direct them to our website. As I stated before every bit helps keep the planes flying.
With all of this said I want to thank EVERYONE for their donation of time, money and
effort on behalf of the Houston Wing. Keep up the good work and I hope to see you this Sunday at the meeting!!
Tammi

At Open House 2016, I had the opportunity to meet John Phillips who is a friend of
Robert F. Dorr, a prolific and popular military history writer. Houston Wing has the following books for sale: Crime Scene: Fairfax County, Mission Tokyo, Mission To Berlin and
Fighting Hitler’s Jets, Hell Hawks! and he is author of another 80 books.
I told John Phillip’s I had read the books and wished that I had met the author.

Today, April 19, 2016, I spoke with Robert F. Dorr. We had a long conversation about
his life; in the military, as a writer, his marriage/family and his health issues. This particular
day, Bob spoke about the weather in Virginia being sunny and quite nice. I told him to go
outside and get some sunshine and drink tea and have a great relaxing time. I think he was
encouraged to do just that.
Please go to http://militari.ly/1ORBBCP to read the article by Markie Harwood, Staff
Writer, “Former Air Force Times columnist Bob Dorr is fighting cancer”. We send our love
and prayers and he stated he would forge ahead.

He encourages you to participate in his ongoing blog (http://bit.ly/1RaFpW5). It gives
him comfort to communicate with friends. Please do it soon because his is losing cognitive
functions and his body is weak, but he is in no pain and discomfort.
Today, Bob lives at home with his wife (Young Soon) and their pet dog. His two sons
live near by, but they are not involved in Aviation history.
Bob also encourages connecting by e-mail and phone. His e-mail is: robert.f.dorr@cox.net. His phone number is (703)-264-8950. His address is 3411 Valewood Dr.
Oakton, VA 22124.
As of 2015, Bob was in our Houston Wing Directory and he is still a CAF member.
Mary Nygren

"O" Club

Birthdays

KITCHEN NEWS
BY: Winona Morton

HELLO ALL MEMBERS AND FRIENDS

Our Menu this Month is
Polish
We are having
Pierogi’s (Potato & Cheese Dumplings )
&
Golabki (Cabbage Rolls)
Our dinner is being cooked and shared with
us by:

Monika Dunin
Members bring a dessert, bottled water or
sodas for the O’ Club

See you there!

Tyler Arnold

5/2

Pete Hyatt

5/9

Erin Seidemann

5/10

Jason Haney

5/22

Maciej "Mike"Dunin

5/23

Thomas "Tom "Maunder E

5/27

Kenneth English

5/29

Steve Sparks

5/30
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